TAMS has been supporting the marine, resources and infrastructure industries around the region, providing fibre ropes and associated equipment since 1999. From harbour tugs to SPM Hawser & FPSO tethers, TAMS has the fibre ropes to suit.

TAMS works with leading marine designers to deliver conventional and innovative mooring solutions utilising certified components chosen from the best material suppliers. As Australian fabricating distributors for the Samson Rope Company of the USA and DSR Corporation of Korea, TAMS maintains a large inventory of high quality fibre rope at our warehouse in Fremantle, Western Australia. Stock includes Samson Ropes Saturn-12 and other specialised rope products.

In addition to the in-house TAMS service, application engineering and product support is provided by the Samson Rope Company research and development group.

TAMS are one of the few companies that can truly deliver turnkey mooring solutions, including design, engineering, procurement, installation, licensing, and ongoing maintenance.

TAMS fibre rope products and services include;
- Fibre Rope Consultancy and Mooring Design
- Load and Fatigue Testing
- NATA Testing
- Experienced Fibre Rope Technicians
- General and Technical Splicing
- Custom Fibre Rope Solutions
- Wear Sleeves chafe protection
- Technical Support
- Synthetic lifting slings

Not only is TAMS the market leader in fibre rope technology, servicing the tug and salvage industry, they have to date provided the largest diameter SPM cyclone hawser in the country for their client operating in the North West of Australia.

Fibre rope selection and application is critical to safe marine operations and TAMS' experience and expertise in this area is extensive. This experience, combined with customer feedback and the knowledge gained from our harbour services, towing, commercial diving and moorings operations, ensures that our rope solutions satisfy our customers.